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Abstract
Transport, fracture and their interaction in concrete are complex phenomena of great practical relevance for the durability of civil engineering structures.
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the materials, encompassing a wide range of length scales, multiscale approaches are essential. In this paper, we
outline some recent research results and open issues in this field. First, we present a microscale model which aims at simulating chloride diffusion and
binding in cement. Then, we outline a mesoscale model addressing coupling between cracking and diffusion. Finally, we discuss open issues in the
acquisition of the mesoscale geometry from X‐ray computed tomography techniques.
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1

Introduction

In recent years it has become widely accepted that a deeper
insight into the behavior of concrete can be gained from the
explicit modeling of its heterogeneous structure. As this
structure spans many orders of magnitudes in length (0.2‐0.5
µm for clinker particles in the cement up to 35‐40 mm for
coarse aggregates), the choice of the scale(s) to focus on is a
crucial one.
In our current research as well as in this paper, we are
focusing our attention on the micro‐ and mesoscales. At the
mesoscale, concrete is considered composed of three solid
phases, i.e., the aggregates, a cementitious binding matrix
and an interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between the two [1–
4], as well as pores and air voids. As, in turn, aggregates and
pores span multiple orders of magnitude in size, the need
arises for the choice of a threshold length above which an
explicit description of these features takes place. Aggregates
and pores with size below the threshold are embedded in
the cement matrix, both within the bulk and close to the
larger aggregates, so that the mesoscale concrete is
composed of aggregates and pores/air voids with size above
the threshold, cement mortar and ITZ mortar. The formation
of the ITZ is related to the altered packing of the matrix
particles due to the presence of the aggregates, i.e. the so‐
called wall effect [1–4]. This usually leads to a more porous
and connected microstructure [1, 4–6]. As microscale we
* Corresponding author: Pietro Carrara, p.carrara@tu‐braunschweig.de

intend the level where the cementitious matrix is described
identifying explicitly each single constitutive elemental phase
(e.g., each single chemical compound in cement).
The mesoscale description of concrete is particularly
convenient when the coupling between mass transport and
fracture is studied. The presence and diffusion of aggressive
ions into the concrete is a primary durability issue because it
leads to steel rebars corrosion, presence of expansive
products, concrete cover spalling and both localized and
diffuse cracking. In turn, cracking modifies the mass
transport by creating continuous pathways that facilitate the
penetration of aggressive ions [7], thus leading to a strongly
coupled process. Such effect, experimentally observed in [8,
9], is amplified by the external loads.
Although the aforementioned effects manifest themselves
at the mesoscale (and of course also at the macroscale,
where concrete is considered homogeneous), the diffusivity
of the sound concrete is governed by the microscale [5, 10–
12]. In particular, since the aggregates are mostly
impermeable, two characteristics related to the hydrated
cement microstructure play a key role: the extension,
topology and percolation of the pore network [12, 13] and
the possibility for a few hydrated cement phases to
selectively interact with the diffusing species, modifying the
transport process. Accounting for the latter effect is not
trivial because more than 30 different chemical compounds
can form during the hydration of the cement depending on
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the type adopted [1, 4, 6, 14], and their identification is
needed to account for the chemo‐physical interactions.
Thus, the interaction between transport and fracture in
concrete results in a complex multiscale problem, where
causes and effects are strongly coupled across different
scales [10, 15]. For these reasons computational multiscale
modeling is an attractive alternative [10, 15, 16]. Both at the
meso‐ and microscales, a realistic description of the 3D
heterogeneous material geometry is one of the first issues to
be solved. This geometry can be obtained with two
methods: artificial generation or experimental 3D imaging
techniques, such as computed tomography (CT). Concerning
the microscale, the 3D imaging techniques available to date,
although evolving very fast, do not yet reach the level of
detail needed (in terms of both resolution and quality of the
image) for the detection of all the possible phases [17].
Hence, numerical models able to simulate the hydrated
cement microstructure, such as CEMHYD3D [18, 19] or
HYMOSTRUCT3D [20], are generally adopted [5, 10]. At the
mesoscale, artificial geometry generation is in many cases
too simplified or very complex to implement [21–24], while
CT is adequate in terms of resolution. Nevertheless, the
(semi‐)automatic geometry acquisition from CT scans is still
an unsolved issue.
Concerning computational modeling of cracking in
cementitious materials, different approaches are available,
including discrete crack models [25, 26], lattice models [27,
28] and damage models [29, 30]. Comprehensive summaries
on this topic can be found in [31, 32]. Phase‐field fracture
models share many features with gradient‐enhanced
damage models [29]. Noteworthy, they are able to represent
crack‐like localized damage patterns [33, 34] and provide the
possibility to describe arbitrarily complex crack patterns with
no need for crack‐tracking strategies nor for ad‐hoc criteria.
They possess a sound mathematical background and a
variational structure. Recent attempts to study fracture in
cementitious materials using phase‐field modeling are
reported in [35, 36], while in [7] a phase‐field model of
fracture is coupled with diffusion, with special focus on
chloride diffusion in cement paste.
In this paper, we highlight the main goals and results of
recent work in our research group, focused on diffusion,
fracture and their coupling at the micro and mesoscales of
concrete. As a paradigmatic example, diffusion of chloride
ions is considered and we focus on steady‐state fully
saturated conditions. The following topics are addressed: i.
chloride diffusion is studied at the microscale on an
artificially generated geometry by accounting for phase‐wise
chemo‐physical interaction phenomena; ii. the interaction
between diffusion and fracture is tackled at the mesoscale
for the cement matrix, which at this scale is considered
homogeneous; iii. open issues in obtaining the mesoscale
geometry of concrete through 3D imaging techniques are
discussed.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 the coupled
diffusion‐reaction model is presented and applied to
simulated microstructures. The coupling between diffusion
and fracture is analyzed in section 3, while in section 4 the
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possibility to obtain detailed 3D geometries from CT scan
images is discussed. In section 5 some final remarks are
stated along with future perspectives and challenges.

2

Microscale: coupled diffusion‐reaction model

Chlorides usually penetrate into the concrete from the
external environment and they selectively interact with two
phases in the hydrated cement, namely the alumina‐ferric
oxide monosulfate AFm and the calcium‐silicate hydrate gel
CSH, giving the so‐called binding effect [12, 37–39]. The
latter interferes with the diffusion process reducing the
diffusivity [5, 11, 12, 37]. Moreover, the changes in ITZ
chemical composition triggered by the wall effect lead to a
scarcity of reactive products (AFm and CSH), further
enhancing the differences between ITZ and bulk paste.
In this section, the adopted diffusion‐binding model is briefly
summarized. The models is originally proposed in [12],
where the reader is addressed for further details.

2.1

Governing
reaction

equations

for

diffusion‐

The diffusion process under fully saturated and isothermal
conditions and in absence of any electrical field or chemical
species other than chlorides is described by the following
modified Fick’s equation [12]
∙

∙

(1)

where = ( x, y, z)T is the chloride flux vector, t is the time,
Ctot is the total chloride concentration, ·(•) and (•) are
respectively the divergence and the gradient of (•) and
is the diffusivity of the phase at the generic point =(x,y,z)T.
µB is termed binding activity coefficient, and expresses the
tendency of a material to bound chlorides. It is given by:
1

(2)

where Cf and Cb are the concentrations of chloride free to
diffuse and bound to the solid phase, respectively. These are
related to Ctot by:
(3)
Under steady‐state conditions Eq. 1 reduces to:
∙

,

0

(4)

where the quantity Deff( ,Ctot) = µB(Ctot)D( ) is termed
effective diffusivity. To define µB(Ctot), in addition to Eq. 3,
the relationships between Cb and Cf for the AFm and CSH
phases are needed. A widely adopted approach is to rely on
the so‐called binding isotherms, which are analytical
relationships calibrated experimentally. In our work, the
ones proposed by Hirao et al. [38] are used, see [12] for all
details.

2.2

Microscale analyses

The diffusion‐binding model is applied to an ordinary
Portland cement [40] and the microstructures are obtained
through CEMHYD3D [18, 19]. The behavior of both plain
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hardened cement paste (HCP) (Fig. 1a) and connecting paste
(Fig. 1b) is investigated. The former is the cement casted in
absence of any aggregate, while the latter is the cement
paste connecting two aggregate surfaces. A scheme of the
two microstructures is reported in Fig. 1. Each connecting
paste is subdivided in 3 subvolumes: two ITZs and one bulk
HCP (Fig. 1b). The net thickness of the connecting paste is 98
µm (as the thickness of the aggregate surface is 1 µm), in
agreement with the results reported in [41] for an ordinary
Portland cement, while the thickness of the ITZ and the bulk
paste are tITZ = 15 µm and tbulk = 68 µm respectively. The ITZ
thickness is evaluated using the unbiased method in [4],
where the ITZ extension is assumed as the distance at which
the trend of variation of the water‐to‐cement ratio (w/c)
close to an aggregate surface statistically stabilizes to an
asymptotic value (i.e., the w/c value of the bulk paste). In [4]
the w/c profile is analyzed and the point where the ITZ ends
and the bulk paste starts is detected by means of ad‐hoc
formulated criteria. We consider different values of the
theoretical water‐to‐cement ratio w/c|th, i.e. the value
imposed to the whole volume during the mix design of
concrete. More details on the microstructures used, the
material parameters and the numerical implementation can
be found in [5, 12].
To demonstrate the capabilities of the method, two simple
tests are simulated: the diffusion and the binding tests. The
former is used to experimentally obtain the diffusivity of a
plain HCP and involves the application of a (total) chloride
concentration gradient Ctot across two opposite faces of a
sample along a certain direction i, while all the other faces
are sealed. The latter is used to determine the attitude of a
cement to bound chlorides and is performed soaking a
cement sample in a chloride bath at a certain (total)
concentration.
As the purpose of microscale analyses is to provide input
effective data for the mesoscale, a method to transfer
information from the micro‐ to the mesoscale is needed. For
the diffusivity, a volume average is adopted [12]. In
particular, considering a diffusion test in direction i for the
subvolume type j (j = HCP, bulk and ITZ), the homogenized
diffusivity Δi j can be obtained as:
∑

Δ

, , 〈

∑

, ,

〉〈
〈

, 〉
, 〉

(5)

where
〈•〉

•

(6)

is the volume average. Performing simulations in the three
directions (x,y,z) leads to the determination of the diffusivity
tensor of the subvolume type j ∆ as:
∆

Δ

0

0

0

Δ

0

0

0

Δ

(7)

In the binding tests, the total amounts of bound and free
chlorides per unit volume of the sample are obtained and
analyzed.

Figure 1. Geometry of the samples: (a) plain HCP and (b) connecting
paste with ITZs and bulk HCP.

2.3

Results and discussion

In the diffusion tests, the concentration gradient is
established imposing two different total chloride
concentrations at two opposite faces in direction i, namely
Cin at the inlet face and Cout at the outlet face. Thus, being
the distance separating the inlet and outlet faces for the
subvolume type j, the overall average concentration gradient
̅
is
/ , while the mean applied
concentration is ̅
/2. In the following, Cin
̅ and ̅ constant
and Cout are chosen so as to keep
and respectively equal to 1.0 ∙ 10−2 mol/Lµm and 0.5 mol/L.
For each subvolume type, simulations along the three main
directions (x,y,z) are performed and results are processed
using Eq. 5. Fig. 2a‐c presents the results in terms of total,
free and bound chloride concentration distributions for a
plain HCP sample. Also, in Fig. 2d‐f the homogenized
diffusivities of ITZ, bulk paste and plain HCP are reported
both accounting for and neglecting (i.e., fixing µB = 1) the
binding effect as functions of w/c|th.
Fig. 2 shows that the binding effect leads, as expected, to a
reduction by up to 60 % [12] of the homogenized diffusivity
and that the ITZ has a higher diffusivity than bulk and plain
HCP. Also, it can be noticed that, while the bulk and the plain
HCP exhibit an isotropic diffusive behavior (namely,
Δ
Δ for j=Bulk, HCP, Fig. 2b‐c), the ITZ shows an
Δ
Δ
Δ , Fig. 2a).
orthotropic behavior (namely, Δ
Simulating the binding tests for different values of chloride
concentrations (Ctot from 0.5 to 5.0 mol/L), the homogenized
binding isotherm surfaces shown in Fig. 3 are obtained. It is
possible to notice that the plain HCP has a different and
intermediate behavior compared to ITZ and bulk HCP. In
particular, the latter two, although portions of the same
volume (i.e., the connecting paste) exhibit a different binding
capacity. This is due to the different chemical composition
triggered by the presence of the aggregates [4].
The obtained results demonstrate that, for a realistic
mesoscale simulation, two distinct values of diffusivity need
to be adopted for ITZ and bulk paste and these values cannot
be deduced by the plain HCP behavior (as typically done in
the practice [5, 42, 43]) because the diffusive behavior of the
latter is different.
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Figure 2. Simulation of the diffusion tests: (a) total, (b) free, (c) bound chlorides profiles for a plain HCP sample and homogenized diffusivity vs.
w/c|th curve along x, y and z for (d) ITZ, (e) bulk paste, and (f) plain HCP.

both the strain tensor ε and an order variable s termed
phase‐field parameter, which describes a smooth transition
between intact (s = 1) and fully broken material phases
(s = 0) [34]. A comprehensive review on this topic can be
found in [33]. The energy functional proposed in [34] reads:
,
ℓ|
Figure 3. Binding isotherm surfaces of ITZ, bulk paste and plain HCP.

Moreover, it is clear that ITZ and bulk paste behave
differently from both binding and diffusive standpoints and,
hence, different binding surfaces should be adopted. So far,
the best option to obtain the binding surfaces for ITZ and
bulk paste is numerical, but an improvement of the 3D
imaging techniques in term of both resolution and
segmentation analysis can open the possibilities to obtain
them experimentally.

3

Mesoscale: diffusion coupled with fracture

This section illustrates a phase‐field approach to fracture
coupled with diffusion to predict the influence of cracks on
diffusion of chloride ions. The model is originally proposed in
[7], where the reader is addressed for more information.
Here the material is considered homogeneous, i.e. the
approach is intended to be applicable e.g. to the bulk
cement paste or mortar within a mesoscale concrete model.

3.1

Phase‐field modeling of brittle fracture

Phase‐field modeling of brittle fracture relies on the
minimization of an energy functional that is dependent on

,

ℓ

1

|

(8)

where Gc is the fracture energy and ℓ is a regularization
length‐scale parameter characterizing the width of the
diffusive approximation of the discrete crack [7]. The elastic
energy density functional
is given by:
,

,

with

≔

,
(9)

where g(s) is termed degradation function and ≪ 1 is a
constant that avoids numerical instabilities when s → 0. In
Eq. 9 the energy is split into negative
and positive
components using the volumetric‐deviatoric split in [44].
Note that g(s) acts only on
, thus preventing the
possibility of cracking in compression.
Minimization of
leads to the governing differential
equations of the problem, i.e. the equilibrium equations:
,

≔ 0 with

,

(10)

where
,
is the stress tensor, and the phase‐field
evolution equation:
2ℓ∆

ℓ

(11)

The weak form of the coupled non‐linear Eqs. 10 and 11
must be solved while ensuring the irreversibility of the
phase‐field evolution, i.e. that
1.
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Coupling between fracture and diffusion

To couple diffusion, as described in steady‐state conditions
by Eq. 4, to the fracture behavior, we adopt the assumption
that the diffusivity tensor for the cracked material ∆ is a
function of the phase‐field parameter s but not vice‐versa
(one‐way coupling).
A crack generates fully connected paths for the diffusion
species along its plane, therefore, it is expected that the
diffusivity in directions parallel to the crack plane can be
greatly increased, whereas it does not change in the
orthogonal direction. To this end, we introduce an
anisotropic diffusivity tensor depending on s as follows:
∆

∆1

1

1

∆

⊗

(12)

where
/‖ ‖ is the unit vector orthogonal to the
crack plane, ∆ is the diffusivity tensor of the undamaged
material (which can be obtained from microscale analyses as
shown in sect. 2), ∆ is the diffusivity within the crack (here
assumed equal to the pores diffusivity Dp) and m is a
parameter controlling how fast the diffusivity changes with
the crack formation [7]. The latter was calibrated in [7]
through comparison between experimental and numerical
results, and a value of 450 was found. Such large value
implies that the increment of diffusivity due to cracking is
highly localized in the regions of the fully developed cracks.

consider absorption, nor ion‐ion interaction, nor geometric
aspects such as crack tortuosity and roughness.
Incorporation of these and other mechanisms, also in
unsaturated conditions, will be considered in future work.

3.3

Simplified mesoscale simulations

To show the capabilities of the model, a rigid and low
diffusive spherical aggregate with radius r is embedded into
a cubic cell of cement matrix, as shown in Fig. 4a, where,
exploiting symmetry, only 1/8 of the domain is shown. The
unit cell is pulled at the upper surface by increasing the
vertical displacement u, whereas the vertical displacements
of the lower face are fixed. As a result, a crack nucleates and
propagates in the cement matrix close to the aggregate,
until reaching the extension visible in Fig. 4a. Then, the
diffusion test described in sect. 2.3 is simulated with Cin and
Cout respectively equal to 1 mol/L and 0 mol/L (Fig. 4a).
Steady‐state conditions are considered, while binding and
the presence of the ITZ are neglected. The diffusivity of the
cement paste is chosen 150 times higher than that of the
aggregate. From Figs. 4b‐c we can appreciate how the
coupling between diffusivity and phase‐field (Eq. 12)
influences the chloride concentration profile, while in Figs.
4d‐f the effect of cracking on the three diagonal elements of
the diffusivity tensor can be appreciated.

Note that this modeling approach is a first, highly simplified
attempt to tackle a highly complex problem. We do not

Figure 4. Results of simplified mesoscale simulations (no ITZ, spherical aggregate): (a) crack pattern and mechanical/diffusive
boundary conditions, chlorides concentration profile (b) neglecting and (c) accounting for the coupling between phase‐field and
diffusivity, cracked material diffusivity in (d) x, (e) y and (f) z directions.
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4

3D mesoscale geometry acquisition

As mentioned in the introduction, for the description of the
mesoscale geometry an appealing possibility is the use of CT
techniques. The conversion of absorption contrast images
from CT into data usable in finite element or other numerical
simulations involves two major steps: segmentation into the
desired number of phases and mesh generation. In Fig. 5a, a
representative cross‐section of a common concrete is
depicted. For the mesoscale, a stack of images of this type is
needed to be segmented, as mentioned in the introduction,
into mortar, pores, and aggregates with size above a chosen
threshold. Further, a reasonable thickness of the ITZ mortar
around the aggregates can be obtained from unbiased
estimation methods [4] and the ITZ can then be introduced
into the model either as zero‐thickness interface elements
[45] or as finite‐thickness layers of material with different
mechanical and diffusive characteristics [35]. As follows, we
provide a brief overview of the outstanding issues in both
steps, which are being faced in our current research.

Figure 5. CT scans of concrete samples: (a) raw cross sectional image
of in‐situ casted concrete, (b) insufficient and (c) optimal beam
hardening correction for threshold based segmentation, (d)
shadowing effect due to insufficient radiation through dense
particles, and (e) gradient map as a starting point for the watershed
algorithm.

4.1

Segmentation

In 2D, manual segmentation of the image is a viable (but In
2D, manual segmentation of the image is a viable (but time‐
consuming) option, but in 3D a (semi‐) automatic procedure
is the only possible choice. Several methods exist [46], and
can be classified into three main categories: threshold‐
based, gradient‐based, and pattern detection methods.
Threshold‐based segmentation, which identifies the various
phases based solely on the greyscale values, requires that all
the materials involved have significantly different absorption
coefficients and that this is captured in the tomographic
images in the entire volume. The thresholds themselves can
be chosen manually or automatically from the graylevel
histogram, preferably including information on the volume
proportions of the different phases [47]. This method is well
suited for identifying pores as reported in [48] for cement
paste, in [49] for porous concrete, and in [50] for ordinary
concrete.
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Separating bulk paste and aggregates is a greater challenge
as the difference in absorption is often small due to similar
chemical composition and limited difference in density. Still,
threshold‐based segmentation is widely used for asphalt
with its organic‐rich matrix [51]. However, limited contrast
between different phases is not the only issue. In its basic
form, threshold‐based segmentation assumes fixed
greyscale level intervals for different phases, independently
of the position. However, artifacts in the CT may lead to local
variations in the greyscale value for the same material. E.g.,
beam hardening due to the polychromatic X‐ray source
makes the greyscale values of pores too similar to those of
the bulk material, making them hardly distinguishable in the
inner region of the sample if this aberration is not properly
corrected (Fig. 5b‐c). Also, insufficient radiation through
dense particles and a too high contrast between them and
their surroundings leads to shadowing and streak artifacts
(Fig. 5d). Trying to overcome such drawbacks, methods
based on the gradient of the greyscale values can be
adopted. Among them, watershed segmentation is one of
the most used and involves the identification of the phase
boundaries by analyzing the local contrast as given by the
gradients of the grayscale level (Fig. 5e). Starting from initials
markers in regions tentatively assigned to different phases,
regions delimited by high values of grayscale gradients are
flooded and the resulting basins constitute the desired
phases. As in thresholding, a proper choice of the gradient
values remains problematic because regions belonging to
one phase must be completely enclosed, but unwanted
gradients due to noise must be rejected. Also, positioning of
the initial markers in each region is not trivial. Still,
watershed segmentation has been successfully applied to
asphalt concrete [49, 52].
The third type of segmentation, based on pattern detection,
requires a‐priori information about geometric features of
the phases (e.g. shape of aggregates) and has hardly been
used for building materials [53] since it limits the choice of
the aggregate shapes and cannot overcome the drawbacks
of the other two methods.
In view of the above, a reliable and time‐efficient
segmentation should fulfill the following requirements:
‐ Minimizing the manual intervention while obtaining a
good quality of the CT images is the most important
requirement; preprocessing can only mitigate quality
problems to a limited degree;
‐ There must be sufficient contrast between the phases
(high gradients);
‐ High gradients within the phases must be avoided. This
concerns the homogeneity of the material as well as
image noise;
‐ Global gradients, e.g. due to beam hardening, must be
avoided (narrow X‐ray source spectrum) or
compensated for;
‐ Phases (here: aggregates) with excessively high
absorption shall not be used to avoid shadowing and
streaking effects.
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4.2

From CT images to a computational model

The conversion of the segmented image in a suitable input
for numerical simulations depends on the chosen
discretization: methods like finite differences or lattice‐like
models are suitable for the direct employment of voxelized
data [12, 54]. The same applies to the finite element method
with voxel‐based hexahedral meshes, which however
involve a very large number of degrees of freedom. A more
challenging but computationally convenient approach
involves the reconstruction of the geometry of the individual
phases through volumes and surfaces, thus allowing for a
standard mesh generation [55]. The challenges to face in this
context are mostly related to the presence of a large number
of (small) aggregates and the need of special image
processing techniques (such as erosion/dilation [52]) to
identify and separate aggregates in contact.
Excluding the technical aspects of CT measurement that are
tied to the available technology [17], the most promising
possibility to improve 3D geometry reconstruction seems to
be to act on the sample preparation. In particular, the
adoption of contrast enhancers for the mortar phase or, as
in Fig. 5b‐e, highly absorptive aggregates (i.e., heavy
concrete) are promising options. However, since in both
cases different chemical species are introduced, it must be
ensured that the final mechanical characteristics of the mix
are not appreciably affected.

5

Summary and outlook

In this paper, we outlined recent research results in our
group on transport, fracture and their coupling in concrete
assuming steady‐state, fully saturated conditions and brittle
fracture. We first presented a model for chloride diffusion at
the microscale (i.e., where all the phases of the cement are
separately identified) using simulated microstructures. Here,
the influence of the chemical reactions between hydrated
cement and penetrating species is accounted for. The
outcome of the model, upon a scale transition procedure,
consists in effective diffusivities and isotherms for bulk HCP
and ITZ, to be used at the mesoscale. At the mesoscale level
a further model was proposed to address coupling between
cracking and diffusion. Finally, we briefly discussed the
current approaches and open issues in 3D X‐ray CT imaging
to generate computational meshes for the mesoscale of
concrete. The proper extension and combination of the
three addressed research directions is believed to hold a
significant potential to obtain new insights on durability in
cracked concrete. The ultimate goal, which will require
significant joint efforts of different research communities, is
to shift the focus of the design practice from the empirical
approaches mostly used to date to novel, fully predictive
capabilities, which need sophisticated modeling, efficient
numerics, and systematic experimental validation.
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